
1. Which of the follou,ing are both vectors?

A Speed and vueight

B Kinetic energy and potential energy

C Mass and momentum

D Weight and momentum

E Force and speed
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SECTION A

Answer questions l-20 on the answer sheet.

2. A vehicle is travel l ing in a straight l ine.

Graphs of t  elocit-1. and accelerat ion against
time are shorvn belor.v.

Which pair of graphs could represent the
motion of the vehicle?

A xelocity

L^elocity accelerat ion

t'elocitl' uccel.e rati ort.

relocity acceleratiott

z;elocity acceleratiott

accel erat ion



3. A block of mass .1'0kg and a block of mass
6'0 kg are l inked bv a spr ing balance of
negligible mass.

-fhe blocks are placed on a frictionless
horizontal surface. A force of 18'0 N is applied
to the 6'0 ks block as shorvn.

What is the reading on the spring balance?

A 7.2N

B g.ON

c 10'8 N

D 18.0 N

E 40.0 N

4. A car of mass 1000 kg is travelling at a speed of
- l

40ms along a straight road. The brakes are
applied and the car decelerates to 1 0 m s-l .

Ho.,v much kinetic energv is lost by the car?

A 15kJ

B s0kJ

C :l-50 kJ

D 7s0kJ

D 800kJ

5. A car is designed
that the front of
impact.

rvi th a "crumple-zone" so
the t 'ar  col lapses dur ing

' lhe purpose of the crumple-zone is to

A decrease the driver 's change in momentum
per second

B incre:rse the driver 's change in momentum
per second

C decrease the driver 's f inal velocit_v

D increase the driver 's total change in
momentum

E decrease the driver 's total change in
momentum.

spr lng

balance

ivall

crumple-zone
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6. A fixed mass of gas condenses at atmosphcric
pressure to form a l iquid.

Which rou' in the table shou,s the approximate
increase in density and the approximate
decrease in spacing between molecules?

C

Approximate
increase in

density

Approximate
decrease in spacing
betzueen. molecules

l0 t imes 2 times

100 t imes 10 t imes

1000 times 10 t imes

1 000 000 times 100 times

I 000 000 times 1000 t imes

[Turn over
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A rigid metal c-vlinder stores compressed
temperature of  the gas rcmains ( 'onstant.

Which set of graphs shows hou' the pressure,

with time?

A
pressure

0

gas. Gas is graduall .v released from the cyl inder. The

the volume and the mass of the gas in the cyl inder change

C

pressure

0

pressure

U

z:olume

0

z:olume

aoltrme

D
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are8. T'wo paral lel metal plates,

connected to a 2 '0V d.c.  supply

R and S,

as shor,vn.

plate R

plate S

An electron is mor-ed from plate R to plate S.

Tl-re gain in electr ical potential energv of the
electron is

A 8.0 x 10-201

B 1.6 x 1o-reJ

C 3.2 x 10-te 1

D 6.4 x 10-1e1

E 1.3 x 1o-1e1.

In the fol lou,ing circuit ,  the batterl '  has an
e.m.f .  of  8 '0V and an internal  resistance of
0.20 o.

0.20 o

The reading on the ammeter is 't '0 A.

The resistance of R is

A 0.5f)

B 1.80

c 2.0f ,

D 2.2Q

E 6.+Q.

9.

8.0 \ -

Fl
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10. In the follolr, ing circuit, the supply has
negligible internal resistance.

The p.d. across the 30O resistor is

A 8'OV

B 7'2\t-

C 6.OV

I) 4.8 V

E 4.0 \r .

A student sets up the follorving circuit

' fhe intensity of Lght incident on the LDR is
reduced.

Which ror.v in the table shor,vs the effect on the
voltmeter readings V, and Vr?

11.

A

B

C

D

tr

v1 I /v2

rncreases lncfeases

decreases decreases

tncreases decreases

decreases rncreases

no change rncreases

12.0 V



12. A student writes the follou.ing statements
about a capacitor.

I  The current in a c i rcui t  containing a
capacitor decreases u'hen the supply
frequency increases.

II A capacitor can store charge.

I I I  A capaci tor  can block d.c.

Which of these is/are correct?

A I only

B I I  only

C I I I  onl-v

D I  and I I  only

E I I  and I I I  only

13. A farad is a

A volt per ampere

B volt per ohm

C coulomb per volt

D coulomb per second

E joule per coulomb.

14. A 10ptr  capaci tor  is  connected to a 50\ '
suppl-v. The maximum charge stored b-v the
capacitor is

A 2'0 x 10-7C

B 5.0 x 10-4C

C 5'OC

D 5.0 x 102C

E 5.0 x 106C.
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15. In the fol lolving passage three rvords have been

replaced b1' the let ters X, Y and Z.

"Llonochronratic light is incident on a gratittg

and the resulting i,nterference pattem is z:iezaed on

a screen. The distance betzceen tteighbouring

areas o;f constrttctiz:e inter;ference on tlte screen'.

, t . . . . . . . . . I - . . . . . . . .  u l ten the screett  is  rnoxecl

Jurther atuoy from tlte grating;

, ,  . . . . . . . . .Y. . . .  . . . . .  zt :hen t ight  o. f  ( t  greuter

wat:elength is used;

i ,  . . . . . . . . . -2. . . . . . . . .  zchen the distance betu:een

the sl i ts is increased."

Which rou- of the table shou's the missing

u'ords ?

X Y Z

increased increased increased

increased increased decreased

decreased decreased increased

decreased decreased decreased

increased decreased decreased



16. An engineer creates an experimental rrn' indow
using sheets of transparent plast ics P, Q and R.

A ray of light directed at the rvindorv follon's
the path shor,l'n.

Which row in the table gives

for the refract ive indices of the

possible values
three plastics?

C

D

17. A unit for the intensitl '  of l ight is

A J-- t

B J-- '

C J s- l rn- l

D J s-1 
--z

E J.-'--t.

P a R

1.5 1.9 z'J

1.5 1.5 z'J

z'-) z ' . ) 1'5

z'- t t .9 1.5

1.5 1.5 1.2
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18. When light of frequency / is shone on to a
certain metal, photoelectrons are ejected with a
maximum velocitlt 2., and kinetic energy.Eu.

When light of the same frequency and twice
the intensity is shone on the same surface then

I trvice as manv electrons are ejected per
second

II the speed of the fastest electrons is nou' 2 o

III the kinetic energv of the fastest electrons ls
norv 2,8u.

Which of the statements above is/are correct?

A I only

B I I  only

C I I I  onl-v

D I  and I I  only

E I I  and I I I  only

A student u.rites the following statements
about n-type semiconductor material.

I  Nlost  charge carr iers are negat ive.

II The n-type material has a negative charge.

III Impurity atoms in the material have 5 outer
electrons.

Which of these statements is/are true?

A I onl.v

B I I  only

C I I I  only

D I  and I I  only

E I  and I I I  only

Which of the follou'ing statements describes
nuclear fission?

A A nucleus of large mass number splits into
tu'o nuclei, releasing several neutrons.

B A nucleus of large mass number splits into
trvo nuclei, releasing several electrons.

C A nucleus of large mass number splits into
tu'o nuclei, releasing several protons.

D Two nuclei combine to form one nucleus,
releasing several electrons.

E Tu.o nuclei combine to form one nucleus,
releasing several neutrons.

19.

20.



SECTION B

Write your answers to questions 21 to 29 in the answer book.

A golfer on an elevated tee hits a golf ball with an initial velocity of 35.0 m s-r at
an angle of 40 o to the horizontal.

The ball travels through the air and hits the ground at point R.

Point R is 12 m below the heieht of the tee. as shown.

diagrarn not to scale

d

The effects of air resistance can be ignored.

(a) Calculate:

(i) the horizontal component of the initial velocity of the ball;

(ii) the vertical component of the initial velocity of the ball;

(ii i) the time taken for the ball to reach its maximum height at point P.

(b) From its maximum height at point P, the ball falls to point Q, which is at
the same height as the tee.

It then takes a further 0'48 s to travel from Q until it hits the ground at R.

Calculate the total horizontal distance d travelled bv the ball.

[Turn over

Marks
21.

3

(71

35'0 m s
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Marks

22. Two ice skaters are initially skating together, each with a velocity of 2'2m s-' to

the risht as shown.

.-...-....-.>Z.Zrns-t

The mass of skater R is 54 kg. The mass of skater S is 38 kg.

Skater R novu, pushes skater S with an average force of 130 N for a short time.

This force is in the same direction as their original velocity.

As a result ,  the veloci ty of skater S increases to 4'6 m s-t  to the r ight.

4 '6 m s- l

skater R skater S

(a) Calculate the magnitude of the change in momentum of skater S.

(b) Horv long does skater R exert the force on skater S?

(r) Calculate the velocity of skater R immediately after pushing skater S.

(d\ Is this interact ion between the skaters elast ic?

You must justify your answer by calculation.

S

2

2

2

3

(e)

skater

skater
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23. A tank of r,vater rests on a smooth horizontal surface.

(a) A student takes meAsurements of the pressure at various depths belorv the
surface of the water, using the apparatus shor,vn.

pressure
meter

tank of water

The pressure meter is set to zero before the glass tube is lowered into the
water.

(i) Sketch a graph to shou' horv the pressure due to the water varies with
depth belor,v the surface of the water.

( i i )  Calculate the pressure due to the water at a depth of 0 '25 m below i ts
surface.

(ii i) As the glass tube is lorvered further into the tank, the student notices
that some *'ater rises inside the glass tube. Explain u'hy this
happens.

(b) The mass of lvater in the tank is 2.7 x 103kg. The tank has a mass of
300kg and a f lat  rectangular base. The dimensions of the tank are shown
in the diagram belou.

Atmospher ic pressure is 1.01 x 10iPa.

1'1m

Marks

3

(7)

4

Calculate
on which

1.5 m

the total pressure exerted by the base of the tank
i t  rests.

on the surface

tubing
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Marhs

24. A technician designs the following

gas at different temperatures.

apparatus to investigate the pressure of a

sealed r igid container
gauge

The heating element is used to raise the tempefature of the gas.

(a) Ini t ia l ly the gas is at a pressure of 1 '56 x l05Pa and a temperature of 27 oC-

The temperature of the gas is then raised by 50'C.

Calculate the neu' pressure of the gas in the container'

(b) The porn'er supply shown above has an e.m.f. of 30V and negligible

internal resistance. The resistance of the heating element is 0'50fI and the

resistance of the var iable resistor is set to 1'50 Q'

(i) Calculate the power output from the heating element'

(ii) FIow would your ans\ver to part (bXi) be affected if the internal

resistance of the power supply was not negligible? You must justify

vour answer. 4

(6)

pressure
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Marks
25. (a) A signal generator is connected to an oscilloscope. The output of the

signal generator is set to a peak voltage of 15 V.

The following diagram shorvs the trace obtained, the Y-gain and the
timebase controls on the oscilloscope. The scale for the Y-gain has been
omitted.

division

\

t ' \\ I \
\
\

I
\ I
\

'y,-gain

a

o
a

div

;fi1
div

\ ,  0, , , , . ,o '

Calculate:

(i) the Y-gain setting of the oscilloscope;

(ii) the frequency of the signal tnhertz.

(b) The signal generator is nou'connected in the circui t  shorvn below.

signal
generator

220ytF

The signal generator is adjusted to give a peak output vol tage of 1,2V at a
frequency of 300 Hz. The internal resistance of the signal generator and
the resistance of the a.c. ammeter are negligible.

(i) Calculate the r.m.s. value of the output voltage from the signal
generator.

(ii) Calculate the rnaximum energy stored by the capacitor during one
cycle of the supply r.'oltage.

(iii) The frequency of the signal generator is gradually increased.

What happens to the reading on the ammeter?

(i") when a capacitor is connected to a d.c. supply, the current quickiy
falls to zero. Explain why the current does not fall to zero in the
circuit above. 6

(e)

ammeter
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26. A washing machine
during a wash cYcle.

Marks

is filled rvith u,ater, emptied and refilled several times

A water level detector is used to ensure the water does

not overflour

One design of water level detect6r uses a specialll ' shaped glass prism, as

shown belorn'.

narrow beam of light light sensor

glass pr ism

maximum level

water surface

when the water in the machine is belorv the maximum level indicated in the

diagram, the light sensor is il luminated by the narror,v beam of light.

(a) The l ight sensor consists of an LDR connected in a wheatstone br idge

circuit n'ith values of resistance as shou-n'

+4'8 V

s500 f l

LD
\
R

When the water in the machine is at the maximum

balanced.

calculate the resistance of the LDR rn'hen the bridge is

level,  the br idge is

balanced.
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26. (continued)

(b) Points X and Y of the Wheatstone bridge are connected to the inputs of an
op-amp circui t  as shou,n.

s500f) 330 ko 22.5kQ, solenoid

1.5 kf)

22.5 kA
LDR

OV

The potent ial  at  Y is 1 '50V. When the washing machine is f i l l ing with
rl'ater, the narrow beam of light il luminates the LDR, the bridge is
unbalanced and the potent ial  at  X is 1.28V.

( i )  Name the component in the circui t  rvhich has the fol lowins svmbol.

(ii) Calculate the output voltage V,, of the op-amp rvhen the LDR is
i l luminated.

( i i i )  When there is a current in the solenoid, i t  holds a valve open and
$'ater flou,s into the u'ashing machine.

When the u'ater reaches the maximum level, the valve closes.

Explain hou, the circuit causes the valve to close when the water
reaches the maximum level.

(r) When the u,ater is at the maximum level, the narrow beam of light no
longer i l luminates the l ight sensor,  because l ight leaves the pr ism at Q.

narrow beam of l ight ffi tigtrt sensor

glass prism

maximum level

Explain rvh-v the light leaves the prism at Q.

4.8 V

Marks

I

(8)
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27. (a) Electrons which orbit the nucleus

occupying discrete energy ler' 'els'

The following diagram shovn's some

atom.

E2

E1

Marks

of an atom can be considered as

of the energy levels for a particular

-1,.4 x 10-"'J
-2.4 x 10-" 'J

-5 '6 x 10-1oJ

-21'8 x 10- 'eJ

E1

E.,

(i) T'he transition between which tu'o of these energy levels produces

radiation with the longest wavelength? You must justify your answer'

(ii) calculate the frequency of the photon produced when an electron

falls from E, to Er.

(b) A laser produces l ight  of  f requency 1.71x 10" Hz in air .

A ray of light from this laser is directed into a block of glass as shorvn

below.

The refract ive index of the glass for this l ight is 1 '60'

(i) What is the value of the frequency of the light in the block of glass?

(ii) Calculate the rvavelength of the light in the glass' 4

(e)

I
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Marks
28. (a) An experiment rvith microwaves is set up as sholl,n below.

B

mlcrowave
source _-
l-------f.''
t l
t t -

meter

(i) As the detector is moved from A to B, the reading on the meter
increases and decreases serreral times.

Explain, in terms of waves, how the pattern of maxima and minima is
produced.

( i i )  The measurements of the distance from each gap to a third order
maximum are shou,n. Calculate the wavelength of the microwaves.

(b) A microphone is placed inside t l - re cockpit  of  a jet  aircraft .

The microphone is connected to the input terminals of the op-amp circuit
shorvn belou'.

10 kf)

(from
Vou,

( to pi lot 's headphones)

A noise in the cockpit produces the following signal from the microphone.

xoltagelY
0.05

0

-0'05

Sketch a graph of the corresponding output voltage 2,,,,

Values are required on both axes.

The output from the op-amp is connected to the pi lot 's

Explain lr'hy the sound produced by the headphones
noise level heard b-v the pi lot .

against t ime.

headphones.

reduces the

[Turn over

VI
rni.ropnor-r";l

timef rns

( i )

( i i )

4

(71

third order maximum

central maxrmum

detector

10 ko
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Marks

29. A technician is studying samples of radioactive substances.

(a) The following statement describes a nuclear decay in one of the samples

used by the technician.

' l l t - '] ltn 
+ )^"

(i) What tSrpe of particle is emitted during this decay?

(i i )  In this sample 7'2 x 105 nuclei  decay in tu 'o minutes'

Calculate the average activit-v of the sample during this time.

(b) The technician now studies the absorption of the radiation emitted from

different sample using the apparatus shorvn belou".

abscr

ffi
rber

counter

:;ffii:"""@

Different thicknesses of the absorber are placed in turn betrveen the

sample and the detector. For each thickness, the technician makes

repeated measurements to obtain an a\-erage corrected count rate.

These results are then used to produce the fol lou' ing graph'

detector
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Marks
29. (b) (continued)

6'0 10'0 thicknessf cm

(i) Use the graph to calculate the half-value thickness of the absorber
mater ial  fbr this radiat ion.

(ii) The technician has plotted each value of the average corrected count
rate as a point u ' i th a vert ical  "bar" as shown.

Suggest a reason for this.

(c) The technician receives a total  dose equivalent of  6.4 x 10-5Sv from these
two sources.

The qualit-v factor of the radiation used in part (a) is 20.

The absorbed dose received b1' the technician from the source used in part
(b) is 1 .2 x l0- 'Gy. The qual i ty factor of this radiat ion is 1.

Calculate the absorbed dose received bv the technician from the source
used in part  (a).
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